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HPÂ . ... Monday, November 11, 2009 I found this picture,
well very odd while I was looking around for a picture for
this recipe I'd like to share with you guys today. Well... to
be honest I found this picture while I was on one of the

yummy food blogs I follow.... I'll post the link down there
later today Well, talking about the recipe I'll share with you
and it's actually one of the easiest and cheapest recipes I'll
share with you today. The ingredients you need are: - 1/3

cup butter 3/4 cup brown sugar1 egg 1/4 cup milk2
package of any kind of chocolate chips2 package of any

other kind of chocolate cookies (I like the cookies found in
Lindt shop) And the cooking instructions: 1) Beat the butter
and brown sugar with an electric mixer on high speed for
about 5 minutes. Add egg and milk, and mix on high for 2
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minutes.2) Stir in chocolate chips and cookies.3) Drop by
teaspoonfuls onto greased cookie sheet.4) Bake at 350° for

about 10 minutes, until golden. Okay, not everything I
made was so easy as this one, some of them were more
harder to make, but this is the recipe I like the most for

cold season... it's so cheap and if you make for your friends
or family... you'll see that the price is almost the same as
your regular chocolate cookies/cookies (around 5 euros).
For the other recipes I'll share later on today, I've been

thinking for months and I've found the perfect recipe, it's so
good, and I'm really excited to share it with you today so

stay tuned! ;) And now I leave you with this wonderful
picture I found today, I'm really surprised that the guy does
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